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About This Game

Logical game with different color light rays can improve skills in geometry and in color logic operations. One or more light
sources and receivers and also one or more movable elements for operations with color light rays defined on each level. The

target is to combine movable elements so, that color light rays will come to receivers correctly.
Key features:

-64 increasing complexity levels;
-16 achievements for different play situation;

-multivariant level finish;
-2 to 8 hours attractive gameplay.
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I am a gorilla.. Insane difficulty.. good game if you want to get a good laugh out of something or a rather simple towerdefense. I
tried to enjoy A17 the older leveling system was much more fun and played of how you liked to play but the new leveling
system to me is just lazy throwing points into skills instead of earning them gradually its a step backwards not a step forwards,
who every thought of a skill point for more inventory slots is just pure lazy. I cant recommend this game until they fix A17 and
bring back the old leveling system which is my opinion was superior to this crap they have now.. it is a lighter than war thunder.
easier control, more speed. so enjoyed shooting, destroying simply.
easily start HIS and so goood.. Not really my thing. Its "novel" control system of smushing your ship away by clicking feels
simultaneously floaty and yet too-precise. They don't believe in using words for menus and such wherever possible, which
means it's sometimes obnoxious to navigate things. Core gameplay is not very engaging (again, to me) because it's about delicate
swoops and fast reaction times. I can definitely see where other people could have fun, and it has a nice trance-void-techno
aesthetic, but if you have similar tastes to me (meaty puzzles and RPGs, keeping twitch-gaming to FPS and the like) the game is
going to feel immaterial and bland. 4\/10, but depending on how much you enjoy the presentation\/style this could go up to
8\/10. I'm not recommending, but how good it is feels way more subjective than most games.
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One thing is a scary game, which will make you jump in your chair every now and then… there are plenty of them. But... if
what you want to experience is an intense and constant sensation of real fear and tension, than this is the game. It’s just brilliant -
both the idea and the execution. Developers manage to - with extremely simplicity - create a game which carries and sinks you
completely in it’s own atmosphere.

I guarantee: you won’t blink once while playing it. You’ll barelly breath.
Reinforcing something: the creation of a minimal surrounding atmosphere is mandatory for it’s real immersion… shut your
lights off (all of them), put your headphones on and, preferably, play it when you are on your own… just to be there, inside the
game. (All this suggestions are for your own enjoyment.)

Congratulations, devs! For this brilliant and well executed idea.. Devs have been on 'vacation' for a looooong time now...
Will adjust review when (if) they get back.

Game is ok, but no updates are being released.
Stay away from this for now.
. This is another great DLC Paradox has given us, because it gives us some new skins for tanks for France, United Kingdom,
Germany, United States of America, Soviet Union, and some heavy cruiser skins, this DLC is very good in my opinion i would
highly recommend buying this.. I love this game. doesn't work but but not active. Pros: - great story
  - challenging puzzles
  - quite long

cons: - someg bugs. "Play for fun", - this phrase isn't about this game. If you're really wanna to have some fun, trust me, - this
game isn't for you.

It's unbalanced and very difficult game. It's almost impossible to win against human players, which play this game for a long
time, or against donators, 'cause they have the best and strongest minions in this game. Closer to the 50th level the difficult of
the game jumps to the impossible level. Also, if you have a high ping, there're no sense to play this game.

It's recommended to play only if you have the steel nerves and resistant to shock computer mouse.

But, this game is interesting, in general, and was made in a very professional level.... You bet I'm recommending this game, too.

10/10 great sequel love the protagonist
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